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Introduction 

Companies face constant change. They function in an environment that is influenced by customers, 
competitors, governments, and environmental factors. A company may acquire other businesses, and 
other changes in strategic direction may influence the fabric of a company and the systems that 
operate within it. 

These changes provide a business with opportunities to evaluate how it leverages operational systems 

such as business applications. Businesses may look to their IT departments to help them manage 
through change. IT departments may look to partners to help them deal with operational challenges 
by hosting all or part of the company’s business applications.  

Hosting Overview 

What Is Hosting? 

For the context of this document, hosting means to deploy Microsoft Dynamics AX in a data center 
that is external to a customer’s IT infrastructure. The level of service that is provided in an external 

data center can range from simply providing rack space for a company’s servers to taking 
responsibility for managing servers, operations, and specific applications or business process services. 

Why a Hosted Deployment of Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009? 

A company must consider a variety of factors in the process of evaluating how to deploy its business 

applications, including its skills and needs depending on the state of its business. Internal 
deployments and hosted deployments both have advantages, and while internal deployments may suit 
some companies, hosted deployments benefit others. Some companies may consider a hybrid 
approach that capitalizes on the advantages of both deployment types.  

A customer can use a hosted deployment of Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 to get the right application 
and service level for its business. 

While not an exhaustive list, the following are things that a company might consider when making a 

decision to use a hosted solution. 

Business Conditions 

Many business conditions can affect the decision. For example:  

 A company might be merging with or acquiring another business. 

 A midsize company could be spread broadly globally. 

 A company might be operating in a country that is environmentally or politically unstable. 

IT Situations  

A company might choose a hosted solution based on its IT infrastructure and needs. For example: 

 A company’s internal systems could be on a different platform from the one that is required by 
the needed business application.  

 A hosted data center might provide, at a manageable price, the physical security for servers 

and hardware that a company requires.  

 A hosted solution could provide disaster recovery for critical applications. A hosted data center 
that is distributed in two different physical locations provides redundancy.  

 A company may choose to run its applications on premise with a backup system located at a 
hosted data center. 
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 A company may need duplication of its internally deployed application for failover and decide 
to outsource the management of the failover environment. 

Organizational Resources 

Organizational factors can affect the decision. For example: 

 The company may need a new business application, but its IT department may be consumed 
with other application roll-outs, such as a new e-mail or collaboration technology.  

 The company may decide to focus on core business services and move some operational 
applications services, such as human resource, payroll, or purchasing, to an external service 
provider.  

Cash Flow  

Cash flow might be a consideration in the decision-making process. Although there are ways to 
finance the purchase of Microsoft Dynamics AX, a customer may decide that it can budget more 
effectively with a simple monthly subscription fee. A hosted solution is an alternative to 
purchasing a system outright.  

Building Applications on the Windows Azure Platform 

Microsoft continues to innovate and provide platforms, tools, and environments for solution providers 
to build applications. The Windows Azure platform offers a flexible, familiar environment for 
developers to create cloud applications and services. In the Windows Azure platform environment, 
Microsoft provides the tools to develop applications and manages the data centers where these 
applications run.  

Building applications for Windows Azure requires developers to consider how their applications can be 
deployed and managed in this environment. Application service providers may develop solutions built 
on this platform to provide specific business scenarios that extend the functional capabilities of 

Microsoft Dynamics AX. Microsoft Dynamics AX can integrate to applications deployed on the Windows 
Azure platform through the Web services. 

To read more about the Windows Azure platform, go to: http://www.microsoft.com/windowsazure/  

Partnering 

It is important to understand the complete partner ecosystem when looking at Microsoft Dynamics AX. 
Today, Microsoft sells the application exclusively through a partner channel. The partner channel 
includes independent software vendor partners (ISVs), who build and package complete solutions on 

Microsoft Dynamics AX, and value added reseller partners (VARs), who sell, implement, and service 
the application for customers.  

An implementation of Microsoft Dynamics AX may involve tailoring by the customer themselves, by 
the VAR partner, or through ISV solutions. This is no different from any other piece product where the 
extended ecosystem provides added services. 

Partners who are considering hosting a Microsoft Dynamics AX solution should take this ecosystem 
into consideration. The following scenarios illustrate how planning might be affected. 

 In an unmanaged data center, the customer may manage the servers that run the business 
application. Or the customer’s VAR partner may manage the servers on their behalf.  

 In a managed data center, the hosting partner may provide basic services that keep the servers 
operational. But the customer may ask the VAR partner to manage the business application that is 
running on those servers.  

 A company that provides services in a managed data center may decide to offer customers a 
Microsoft Dynamics AX service, depending on how much the hosting company wants to move up 

the stack to offer operational up-time for the business application. For example, the hosting 

http://www.microsoft.com/windowsazure/
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company could manage the servers, database, and AOS servers that run Microsoft Dynamics AX 
and make sure that users can log on and access the business application, and collaborate with a 
VAR partner to support the functionality in the business applications.  

 If you are considering building a solution on Microsoft Dynamics AX and offering it as a hosted 

application, you might subcontract and collaborate with ISV or VAR partners to help you build out 
that solution, but otherwise be the only partner that a customer deals with to provide the service.  

As you read this document, you should consider these different scenarios and understand the role that 
you want to play in the partner ecosystem.  

Who Should Read This Document 

This document was written for partners who have the facilities, infrastructure, and skills to provide 
customers hosted deployment of Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009.  

Other audiences that might find this information valuable include: 

 IT departments with tier-2 deployments of Microsoft Dynamics AX  

Organizations of all sizes can take advantage of hosting. In large and mid-sized organizations, IT 
departments that are looking for a business application for divisions within their organization will 

benefit from understanding the concepts that are explained in this document. In this case, the IT 
department can consider itself a partner of the business divisions. 

 Customers who want to optimize their IT operations 

This document can also benefit existing Microsoft Dynamics AX customers who are already 
working with a data center company, such as a telecommunications company, that provides 
remote data center facilities for the customer. In this case, the company IT department can 

consider itself a partner of the business.  

 VAR partners who are servicing customers  

VAR partners can benefit from this document by learning the background behind hosting and 
where they can help their customers understand how hosting could fit their business needs and 
plans.  

 ISV partners who are providing solutions that they will host for customers 

As an application service provider offering a service directly to a customer, ISV partners deploy 

integrated solutions built on Microsoft Dynamics AX. Understanding how Microsoft Dynamics AX 
can operate in a hosted environment will help these partners understand the total solution that 
they manage and provide to a customer.  

Terminology Used in This Document 

The following terms are defined as they are used in this document. 

Customer: A customer is an entity that is in need of a business application. A customer could be a 
single entity or could be a division of a large organization that has an internal IT department that is 

supporting the division.  

End user: The end user is the person who actually uses the business application. In the case of a 
company that is using an unmanaged or managed data center, the end user is an employee of the 
company. An end user could also be an employee of a service company that is hosting Microsoft 

Dynamics AX and providing additional back-end service for customers.  

Services team: The services team or service team member could be staff in a business process 
outsourcing (BPO) service organization that provides back-end business processing support. A services 
team could also be an internal organization, such as the procurement or accounting department, in a 
company.  
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Administrator: An administrator in the context of this document is someone who plans and manages 
the physical infrastructure that the business application will be deployed in. The administrator could be 
from a customer that is administering its own unmanaged data center or from a partner who is 
hosting the business application for a customer. 
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Planning 

The following discussion about the Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 architecture is provided to help you 
plan the infrastructure that is needed to support a hosted deployment of Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009. 
Understanding the components of the business application will help you understand how to build out a 
business model and service offering for customers. 

Note: All Microsoft Dynamics AX server computers must meet the following software requirements: 

 Windows Server® 2008 R2 Standard Edition, Enterprise Edition, Web Edition, or Datacenter 
Edition 

– or – 

 The Windows Server 2008 operating system Standard Edition, Enterprise Edition, Web Edition, or 

Datacenter Edition. Service Pack 2 for Windows Server 2008 is supported, but not required. 

– or –  

 The Windows Server 2003 operating system with Service Pack 2, Standard Edition, Web Edition, 

Enterprise Edition, or Datacenter Edition 

For more information about software requirements, go to: 
http://www.microsoft.com/dynamics/en/us/using/ax-system-requirements-2009.aspx  

Hosting Options 

Physical Topologies 

This discussion of conceptual views of the three data center topologies is provided as a basic reference 
tool. It is important to point out that the combinations of physical topologies are infinitely variable. 
The structure of the physical environment and hardware will dictate your service levels and costs 

structures.  

Unmanaged Data Center 

You could consider an unmanaged data center as an extension of a customer’s internal network. 
In this topology, the hosting company generally provides only physical security for the building, 
network access to the building, and power. The customer’s hardware is managed by either the 
customer’s internal IT department or its IT business partner. Additionally, the business application 
that the customer’s employees work in is hosted in the data center.  

 

An unmanaged data center is a good option for a customer company that is distributed over a 

wide area where local facilities at each location are too expensive, insecure, or environmentally 
harmful to the equipment.  

http://www.microsoft.com/dynamics/en/us/using/ax-system-requirements-2009.aspx
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In an unmanaged data center, a partner generally hosts multiple customers in the same facility, 
and each customer’s machines are secured from those of other customers.  

Because customers are managing the machines and resources directly, an unmanaged data center 
is a cost effective way for them to support a growing organization. 

Managed Data Center 

In the managed data center, the hosting company typically provides some operations support in 
addition to hosting the customer’s machines. In this environment, as in the unmanaged data 
center, your customers can take advantage of your facilities, and in addition, you can offer 
services beyond physical location services.  

 

As a hosting company, you must determine the extent to which you want to provide management 
services. Your services may extend only to monitoring your customer’s machines and keeping 
them patched at the operating systems level.  

In a managed data center, application support maybe handled by a third party, and as a hosting 
partner, you may need to broker or subcontract support for the specific application.  

Service Providers 

Service providers generally specialize in one application or specific function. In the business 
application space, examples include expense management, human resources and payroll, 
procurement and accounts payable processing, or customer billing and accounts receivable.  
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Two types of services are available: 

 One type provides software only. The customer subscribes to the service and has access to the 

software online. This type of service can be considered software as a service. 

 The second type provides customers access to an application online plus additional back-office 
staff to handle processing tasks. This type of service is often referred to as business process 
outsourcing (BPO). 

Virtualization 

Virtualization has come of age in the last few years with the release of virtualization technology such 

as Windows Server® 2008 Hyper-V™ technology. For Microsoft Dynamics AX, the AX Object Server 
(AOS) can be deployed in a virtual environment. (The AOS is the execution engine of Microsoft 
Dynamics AX. For more information, see “Components of the Microsoft Dynamics AX Infrastructure,” 
later in this document.) 

Virtualization provides a convenient container for managing a machine. In a hosted environment, 
virtualization makes it possible for you to easily deploy new machines, bring machines up and down, 
and allocate hardware resources as customer demand dictates. 

For more information about supported virtualization technologies, see the section “Software 
Requirements,” later in this document. 

To read more about virtualization, see the Microsoft Infrastructure Planning and Design Guide: 
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb897468.aspx  

Licensing Models for Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 

Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 can be licensed in two modes: perpetual licenses and subscription 
licenses.  

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb897468.aspx
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Perpetual 

A perpetual license is the traditional way that customers buy a license from Microsoft partners for 
running Microsoft Dynamics AX. After they purchase the license, they can use the application 

under the license terms for as long as they need.  

Subscription (SPLA) 

A Service Provider License Agreement (SPLA) is a license that a partner hosting company acquires 
from Microsoft. The customer pays for access to the software through the hosting company.  

In the context of unmanaged or managed data center services, the customers owns the software 
through perpetual licensing and works with the partner to provide the right data center services for 

their organization.  

A partner may also use SPLA licensing to set up an environment for a customer in the partner’s data 

center and offer access to the service under the subscription licensing model.  

Application services providers generally offer a specific application and provide value-added service or 
customization on top of the application. As with a subscription service, these services are generally 
offered in a pay-as-you-go model.  

To find more information about the Microsoft Dynamics AX licensing models, go to: 
http://www.microsoft.com/dynamics/partners/hosting.mspx 

Business Models for Hosting Microsoft Dynamics AX 

This section provides an overview of the business models that partners typically adopt to leverage 
hosting.  

Hosting Microsoft Dynamics AX 

In a hosting business model, a partner provides an external location where a customer’s business 
application is deployed. Optionally, a partner can provide support or some level of service to 

manage the business application.  

Business Process Outsourcing 

In a business process outsourcing (BPO) model, a partner provides back-end business processing 

support. This model might fit your business if some or all of the following are true: 

 You are already working in a specific industry domain and Microsoft Dynamics AX fits the 
functionality needs of your customers.  

 You have created functionality on top of Microsoft Dynamics AX based on your domain 
knowledge.  

 You have additional teams of people that can help process information in the business 
application for the customer.  

Companies can take advantage of your applications and resources to outsource business functions 

such as procurement, financials, and human resources. 

This document gives you information to help you assess the opportunity of working with Microsoft 
Dynamics AX and develop a business model that suits you organization.  

Components of the Microsoft Dynamics AX Infrastructure  

Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 has an elegantly simple yet scalable and flexible architecture. The design 
of the application lets it grow and adapt to a customer’s needs with minimal efforts. The application is 
built in a way to make efficient use of the services that are provided in the Windows Server 2008 or 
Windows Server 2003 operating system and other Microsoft server software and application 
components.  

http://www.microsoft.com/dynamics/partners/hosting.mspx
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When you plan a hosting infrastructure, you need to determine how you will deploy Microsoft 
Dynamics AX to best meet your customer’s needs. 

You can look at Microsoft Dynamics AX as a 3-tier application consisting of the database layer, the 
middle tier, and the client layer.  

 

Database 

Microsoft Dynamics AX uses Microsoft® SQL Server® data management software as the primary 
database engine for the business application. (Oracle is also supported as a database.) In addition to 
storing data, the database is the primary point for managing scale and availability of service to the 
users.  

Middle Tier 

The middle tier in Microsoft Dynamics AX is a service called the AX Object Server (AOS). The AOS runs 
as a Windows service and is the execution engine of the application. The business logic that it 
executes is stored in the application; the application is stored on a file share and contains binary files 
and text language files. 

The AOS connects to the database. It provides connection pooling for users and caches data to help 
manage the load on the database and to balance users’ requests for data. 

To increase capacity and optimize load balancing, you can deploy multiple instances of the AOS on one 

physical machine or on different physical machines. You can also run the AOS in a virtual machine 
environment by using virtualization technology. 

Clients 

A range of client components are available that you can use to access the business application that 
runs in the middle tier.  

Windows Client 

Users can install Microsoft Dynamics AX on their local machine. For the purposes of this document, 
we’ll call this installation the Windows client. The Windows client communicates with the AOS 
server, where most of the business application code is executed. No application business logic is 
stored on the client side; that information is accessed from the AOS at runtime. However, some 
code is executed on the client side. For example, code that controls forms presentation or 
interaction with client-side applications such as Microsoft Office programs. 
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Terminal Client 

A terminal client, for the purposes of this document, is a Windows Remote Desktop Services 
server or a Citrix server that is accessible by the end user. In this scenario, the Windows client is 

deployed on a server computer that is running Remote Desktop Services or Citrix, and the end 
user accesses the Windows client via the terminal client workstation.  

Web Client 

Microsoft Dynamics AX provides a Web portal through which end users can access the business 
application. Enterprise Portal for Microsoft Dynamics AX, built on Windows® SharePoint® 
Services, gives users access to business application functionality through a Web browser. 

For more information about Enterprise Portal, see the section “Enterprise Portal,” later in this 
document. 

Devices 

Microsoft Dynamics AX doesn’t provide a specific client for devices, but devices can use the 
application through the existing clients or through integration technology. For example, you could 
integrate a device that is running Windows® Embedded Compact software and that is used on a 

shop floor terminal on a production line.  

For a detailed view of the architecture of Microsoft Dynamics AX, go to: 
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa496912(AX.10).aspx  

Enterprise Portal 

Users who access Microsoft Dynamics AX through a Web client will use Enterprise Portal. Enterprise 
Portal is the intranet and extranet solution for Microsoft Dynamics AX. Built on Windows SharePoint 
Services, Enterprise Portal provides a framework for the business applications.  

The functionality that is available through Enterprise Portal covers most modules in Microsoft 

Dynamics AX, for example CRM, sales order processing, purchase order processing, inventory, 
expense management, project management, and human resources management. 

A business application developer can use standard development systems such as Microsoft® Visual 
Studio® and the Enterprise Portal framework to build new controls and present data from the 
business application. The end user can access and manage the data based on the permissions they 
have in the Microsoft Dynamics AX security system.  

 

Additional Microsoft Dynamics AX Services 

The following information about additional services that make up the Microsoft Dynamics AX solutions 
is provided to give you a perspective on optional pieces that can be considered in a deployment plan. 

Workflow 

Users depend on workflow to coordinate business processes. For example, workflow can be used to 

route expense reports to an employee’s manager for approval or to route incoming vendor invoices to 
purchasing personnel for approval. 

Workflow in Microsoft Dynamics AX is built on Windows Workflow Foundation (WF). The Workflow 
Foundation runtime is hosted on a server that is running Internet Information Server (IIS) 7.0. In a 
hosted environment, the WF runtime is hosted in the same data center as the AOS, and they 
communicate with each other to execute a workflow. End users are notified of a workflow interaction 
via e-mail or alerts.  

In environments where the end users access Microsoft Dynamics AX through a Web browser, users 
receive e-mail alerts or see workflow notifications in the task list in a Role Center. In addition, users 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa496912(AX.10).aspx
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who have access to the Windows client, either locally or through a terminal client, have access to an 
alert pop-up that is displayed in the client.  

Workflow is an important advantage in a service environment. For example, take a BPO services 
environment that is handling outsourced procurement for a large organization. In this model, the end 

users access the business application portal via a Web browser to submit requisitions. The service staff 
at the BPO organization handles the requisitions and converts them to purchase orders according to 
company policies.  

Without workflow, team members of the BPO organization must run queries to find requisitions that 
are ready for processing. With workflow, services people can be notified automatically when a 
requisition has been placed in the system and is ready for action. 

Business rules can be encoded in the workflow. For example, if the company sets default spending 

limits for employees, requisitions that do not exceed those limits can be automatically handled, while 
requisitions that do exceed the spending limits are routed to services personnel. 

Workspace Collaboration Tools 

Collaboration is more important today than ever with the pace and constant change of business. 
Microsoft Dynamics AX recognizes this and provides a range of tools to help end users collaborate. 

When you deploy Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009, you need to consider what kind of integration you will 
provide to collaboration tools in the hosted environment and in the customer’s corporate systems.  

E-Mail 

It’s important to plan for e-mail integration carefully because Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 sends 
business alerts and workflow alerts to a user’s e-mail address, which must be an SMTP address. 
You need to consider where e-mail messages are directed so that they are correctly resolved and 

delivered.  

Microsoft Office Communicator 2007 

When you integrate Microsoft Dynamics AX with Microsoft® Office Communicator 2007, the 
Windows client uses Office Communicator to determine the presence of a contact in the business 
application. This could be, for example, a vendor’s contact on a purchase order, an employee’s 
contact on an expense report, or an accountant’s contact on a general ledger journal.  

In a hosted environment, integration involves the end user running the Windows client and 
Communicator together, either on a local machine or through a terminal session.  

The machine where Microsoft Office Communications Server is installed doesn’t need to be in the 
same data center as the business application. Office Communications Server services may even be 
offered by a separate hosting company, or by Microsoft through Business Productivity Online Suite 
(BPOS) services.  

When you plan for integration with Office Communicator, you need to consider the service that the 

end user logs onto through Communicator. For example, in a BPO service operation that is 
managing a company’s expense processing, the customer and the service organization could both 

be running installations of Office Communications Server 2007 and be federated. This would allow 
the services team members to see presence information for the end users and also provide 
additional services through Office Communications Server, such as placing calls through 
Communicator, desktop sharing, meeting scheduling, and integration with Microsoft Office Live 

Meeting.  

In a managed data center or a services environment, providing Office Communications Server 
services may be one of the value-added services that you provide. For more about these services 
on the Microsoft Web site, go to: 
http://www.microsoft.com/hosting/solutions/hostedmessaging.mspx  

http://www.microsoft.com/hosting/solutions/hostedmessaging.mspx
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Application Integration Framework 

Systems integration must be considered in a hosted environment. Consider a typical scenario for a 
business application: receiving orders from customers electronically or sending orders electronically. 

The business application must be able to exchange information with other systems inside and outside 
the enterprise.  

In Microsoft Dynamics AX, Application Integration Framework (AIF) is the framework that enables 
business-to-business and application-to-application integration scenarios. AIF is an adapter-based 
framework built on the Windows Communication Foundation (WCF). 

When you plan a hosted deployment, you must consider how integration services will be provided and 
scaled for the customer. Depending on the industry, this integration could be the primary way to get 

transactional order information into the business application.  

In an unmanaged data center, receiving orders electronically from customers would be a typical 

integration deployment scenario. If you are using Microsoft BizTalk® Server as the Internet-facing 
gateway for receiving or sending orders, it would be deployed in the same data center.  

In a managed or service environment, you may provide a shared infrastructure for receiving or 
sending orders. For example, if BizTalk Server were used in a services environment, an order coming 

in would have to be routed to the right Microsoft Dynamics AX installation. You can use the application 
services and BizTalk orchestration capabilities to manage this integration.  

A customer may also have on-premise systems that you can integrate with. For example, say a 
customer is running Microsoft Dynamics AX or another ERP application on premise as their corporate 
accounting system. You are providing a service to provide outsourced accounts payable using 
Microsoft Dynamics AX. In this situation, you provide the invoice scanning, data reentry, and matching 
services on your system, but you will need to send the financial journal information over to the 

customer’s on-premise system so that they can report their financials appropriately. In this situation, 
you might choose to use AIF as the integration technology or you might export journal data in a flat 
file format. Your choice depends on the needs of the customer. Although Microsoft Dynamics AX has 
the technology to support extracting the data, if you are managing the service, these specific types of 

customization may have to be managed as a one-off integration.  

Batch Processing 

Batch processing allows for parallel processing of transactions from the batch queues. Core 
functionality in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009, for example workflow, alerting, and reporting, are based 
on the batch processing system. 

The batch subsystem runs in the AOS and is provided as an asynchronous engine for background 
process. An administrator can configure one or more AOS instances to be batch servers either for 
dedicated processing or for shared user connectivity.  

Security and User Management 

Active Directory® Domain Services (AD DS) is the security store that Microsoft Dynamics AX 
authenticates users against.  

All users who have access to Microsoft Dynamics AX at the application level, whether through the 
Windows client or a Web portal, must be set up in AD DS. However, at the database level, only the 

users whose accounts are assigned to the AOS server need to be set up in AD DS, which minimizes 
database administration tasks.  

Depending on the hosting configuration and the AD DS infrastructure at the hosting company and the 
customer, security setup and administration can be complex. For example, in an unmanaged data 
center scenario, the AOS server, database, and terminal service are typically located at a site that is 
external to the customer, so AD DS authentication could become a bottleneck if there is not sufficient 

network bandwidth. Additionally, the AD DS infrastructure at the hosting company may be different 
from that of the customer company. In that case, all the customer’s end users must be mapped to 
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AD DS at the hosting company, which could increase administration costs. In a BPO service operation, 
the services team would also need access to the business application for every customer they served. 

Properly planning the Active Directory Domain Services setup will clarify the support efforts required 
to administer the process of adding and removing users. You must work carefully with a customer to 

plan how users will be added and removed from the system. A variety of options are available. You 
might develop a user administration portal where end customers can add and remove users from the 
system. You might develop scripts that the portal can call to add users to AD DS and to Microsoft 
Dynamics AX, and to add users to the right user permissions groups. You might develop a simple 
spreadsheet-based process where customers enter employee names in a spreadsheet so that they can 
be added as users in a bulk operation. 

You must also carefully plan with the customer the ownership of these system updates, as this can 

have an impact on the integrity of the system. For example, consider a situation where an employee 
who had access to the procurement system is fired for misconduct. In a traditional system that 

requires a user name and a password, there is a time delay between when user-access is removed for 
internal systems and when it is removed for a partner-hosted procurement system. If the time delay 
is long enough, this could allow a window of opportunity for the fired employee to make unapproved 
purchases. In a system that uses AD DS for user authentication, access could be removed for both 

systems simultaneously. 

For more information about the Active Directory user topology as it relates to Microsoft Dynamics AX, 
go to: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa497043(AX.10).aspx  

You should also review the Infrastructure and Planning documentation that is provided by Microsoft for 
Active Directory Domain Services. Go to: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc268216.aspx  

Reporting Tools 

Any data that is captured must be reported on. Your hosting plan should cover what reporting tools 
you will provide for your customers. 

Microsoft Dynamics AX gives users access to two types of data.  

 Transactional data: Reports of transactional data can be created from the Microsoft Dynamics 
AX database by using Microsoft Dynamics AX reports and Microsoft SQL Server® Reporting 

Services (SSRS) reports. 

 OLAP data: An OLAP data store can be built on SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS). Business 
intelligence tools in Microsoft Dynamics AX help you build cubes and publish them to SSAS.  

End users can use a variety of tools to get access to transaction reports and OLAP data. You need to 
decide what tools you will provide in your implementation.  

 Server-side tools: You can provide reporting and data analytics services through services that 
are running in the data center. Users who are using Enterprise Portal can run reports that are 

executed on the server, for example SSRS reports. You can provide services such as Excel® 
Services in Microsoft Office SharePoint® Server 2007 to allow users to connect to OLAP data 
through a workbook that is hosted on a SharePoint site such as Enterprise Portal.  

 Client-side tools: On the client side, or the end user’s desktop, customers may want to have 
access to the OLAP data through a Microsoft Excel data connection. This may be possible through 
a terminal services connection, because the extraction and manipulation of the data happen in the 

data center. However, if the end user wants to access the OLAP data from a local workstation, you 
may need to consider the available network bandwidth and latency. If bandwidth and latency are 
insufficient, the user may not have a good experience.  

If you are providing a managed deployment of Microsoft Dynamics AX for a customer, reporting 
services must be provided in the data center, because these services need high-bandwidth access to 
the database. The main issue in this case is how a user runs the client tools and where printing is 
processed.  

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa497043(AX.10).aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc268216.aspx
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A customer may also need to get periodic exports from the Microsoft Dynamics AX database to merge 
into their on-premise data warehouse. This can be a custom service, or you can provide the customer 
with a backup of the Microsoft Dynamics AX database from which they can extract the data they need. 

System Management 

One key to managing your costs in the data center is automation of systems management. Because 
Microsoft Dynamics AX is built on the Windows platform and on standard Microsoft technology, you 
can use standard system management tools.  

Your plan for system management depends on the hosting environment. 

 Customers working with an unmanaged environment won’t need a lot of tools for system 
management. For example, if a customer purchases a new machine to add some scalability to the 
Microsoft Dynamics AX deployment, it is likely that they will install and configure the operating 

system and AOS manually.  

 In a managed data center or a services operation, you many need to bring AOS services up and 
down on demand. If you are deploying to physical machines, you can automate a machine build 
from the bare metal up by using an operating system image that may or may not already include 

the AOS.  

The AOS has an MSI installer that you can use to run a silent install. After the AOS service is 
installed, the configuration for the AOS can be imported. By using a combination of standard 
Windows tools such as the Windows PowerShell™ command-line interface, you can rearrange the 
services in your environment based on customer demand. 

 If you are providing a service for small businesses based on Microsoft Dynamics AX, you can build 

a self-provisioning environment where users subscribe to a Web page and you provision a 
Microsoft Dynamics AX environment for them.  

System Monitoring 

Monitoring your data center is important for predicting and responding to events. Customers want 

some guarantee of the level and quality of service that they can depend on you to provide. To provide 
the guaranteed level of service, you need to monitor the data center environment – including 
Microsoft Dynamics AX.  

The tools to do this are provided in Microsoft System Center Operations Manager (SCOM). Microsoft 
Dynamics AX has a plugin to SCOM that allows you to monitor the AOS servers. From the console, you 
can monitor details such as machine performance and user connections. The alerting capabilities in 
SCOM can alert operators to events such as an AOS changing states.  

SCOM also has plugins to manage Windows, Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft BizTalk Server and a 
range of other applications and server software.  

To read more about SCOM, go to: 
http://www.microsoft.com/systemcenter/operationsmanager/en/us/default.aspx  

and 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc668390.aspx  

Business Continuity and Availability 

As part of your hosting plan, you must consider how you will provide business continuity and how you 
will protect the availability of the service and the integrity of the customer’s data.  

Because Microsoft Dynamics AX is built on the Windows platform, you can use the capabilities in 
Windows and Microsoft SQL Server to ensure the availability of the database for the customer.  

http://www.microsoft.com/systemcenter/operationsmanager/en/us/default.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc668390.aspx
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Failsafe Mechanisms 

Let’s recap the components of the Microsoft Dynamics AX architecture and look at the failsafe 
mechanisms that are available to you. 

 Clients – Windows client: The client is the interaction point between the customers and your 
service. Generally, users access the Windows client via a terminal connection, and you need to 
protect the availability of the terminal services. This means building redundancy into the terminal 
service so that if one machine fails, users can connect to another machine in the pool. You must 
also properly size these machines to ensure that they have the capacity to support the number of 
users required.  

For more information, refer to Microsoft Infrastructure Planning and Design for Windows 2008 

Terminal Services: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc268349.aspx  

 Clients – portal: Users who access the application through a Web portal will expect the portal to 

be available when they log on. To ensure access, you need to provide redundancy in the Web 
service that hosts the portal. You should also use load balancing to share the load between users 
and protect availability in the event of a machine failure. The user’s Web browser session is 
stateless to help in load balancing the Web servers.  

For more information, refer to Microsoft Infrastructure Planning and Design for Microsoft Internet 
Information Services: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc671202.aspx  

 Middle tier: The AOS servers are execution engines. If these servers are not available, there 
won’t be a service for the clients to connect to. You can add redundancy by using multiple AOS 
instances on one or many machines. AOS Load Balancing can be used to provide redundancy. 
Microsoft Dynamics AX also provides transactions support. If a user is connecting to an AOS and 
processing a transaction, for example posting or invoicing, and the machine that is hosting the 

AOS fails, the user will have to reconnect. When load balancing is employed, the user is redirected 
to another AOS instance, and their work is rolled back to the state it was in when the user started 
processing.  

For more information, see the Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 Server and Database Administration 
Guide: http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=E7BFB7A8-EB99-4171-B75A-
D9A37067BC19&displaylang=en 

 Database: Microsoft Dynamics AX uses Microsoft SQL Server as its primary database engine. In a 

hosted environment, each customer has its own database. For business continuity, you need to be 
able to back up, restore, and manage each customer’s database independently, so that any failure 
does not affect multiple customers.  

For information about managing high availability, refer to the Microsoft SQL Server 
documentation: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb522583.aspx  

The Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 Server and Database Administration Guide also provides 

important information: http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=E7BFB7A8-
EB99-4171-B75A-D9A37067BC19&displaylang=en 

Service Level Agreements 

One aspect of your service level agreement (SLA) with your customer is the level of business 
continuity and service availability that they can expect. An SLA offers a customer assurance that the 
solution you provide will be available and reliable. 

The level of service that you commit to is tied to the type of functionality that you are offering and the 
spread of geographic coverage for the customer.  

For example, the more spread out a customer is geographically, the more time zones you must factor 
in for coverage. The more time sensitive your customer's business is (for example, production order 
management might require more reliable availability than expense management), the more crucial it 
is that the system be reliably available.  

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc268349.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc671202.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=E7BFB7A8-EB99-4171-B75A-D9A37067BC19&displaylang=en
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=E7BFB7A8-EB99-4171-B75A-D9A37067BC19&displaylang=en
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb522583.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=E7BFB7A8-EB99-4171-B75A-D9A37067BC19&displaylang=en
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=E7BFB7A8-EB99-4171-B75A-D9A37067BC19&displaylang=en
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One measure of system reliability is “5 nines.” A system that is running at 5 nines is available 
99.999% of the time, which means that the downtime for the system is about five minutes and fifteen 
seconds per year. The closer a customer wants to move toward “5 nines” of availability, the more 
robust the infrastructure you must have in place and the greater the cost is going to be for the 

customer. 

To ensure that you can support your service level agreements, you must plan carefully and look at 
every aspect of availability.  

To read more about “5 nines” and high availability, go to: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/5_nines  

Recovery Time Objective 

There are many things to plan into your operations, including time limits for restoring a system in the 
event of a catastrophic failure of an element of your operations.  

If you are providing an unmanaged data center, you have only your own operations to back up and 
restore. If you are providing a managed data center or a service, you may need to back up and 
restore systems and data for multiple customers. 

Each customer’s tolerance for system downtime is different, depending on its business continuity 

planning. So you must plan the Recovery Time Objective (RTO) with each customer to define the 
downtime that the customer will tolerate, and how much time you’ll have to restore a system after a 
failure.  

Let’s look at this from a component perspective. 

Component Recovery 

Client  In the event of failure, the loss at the client level involves setup and 
configuration work. For example, the terminal services configuration or 
TS Gateway setup. This work should be documented. Factors to consider 
include: 

 How much time will it take to restore these machines from a backup? 

 If the machines can’t be restored, how long will it take to rebuild 
them?  

 Could you transfer the client configuration onto standby machines 
and use them to replace the failed machines?  

 How long would recovery take for each of these scenarios? 

Middle tier The critical element to recover in the middle tier is the application files, 
because these files store the Microsoft Dynamics AX business application 
and they need to be matched to the database if customizations have 

been done. The other critical element is the AOS configuration. Factors to 
consider include: 

 How long would it take to restore these machines from a backup?  

 If the machines can’t be restored, how long would it take to rebuild 
and reinstall the required software?  

 Could you move the application and AOS configuration to standby 
machines and use them to replace failed machine?  

 Could you use virtualization and have a template virtual machine for 
AOS services?  

 How long would recovery take for each of these scenarios? 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/5_nines
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Database The database is the most critical element. It cannot be recreated, so you 
must be able to restore it from a backup. Factors to consider include: 

 What level of standby server or failover server is deployed?  

 How long does it take to do a full restore from backup?  

 What happens in the event that a customer’s own processes cause an 
issue? For example, an accountant thinks he is in a test system and 
closes a financial year-end?  

 How do you work with a customer who plans to do massive data 

changes? Could they trigger a special backup for a specific point in 
time?  

 Where are backups stored?  

 How are backups stored, both onsite and offsite?  

 How do you ensure that a customer’s backup files are kept separate 
from those of other customers?  

 How do you protect against restoring the wrong customer’s data?  

 How long does it take to retrieve an offsite backup and get it to the 
operations center?  

 Do you give the customer a copy of the backups?  

Other systems integrations If there are live systems integration points, for example if you receive 
orders from customers electronically, recovery considerations include:  

 Can these systems be paused while a recovery is in progress so that 
incoming documents are queued?  

 How do you communicate the downtime to the customer’s trading 
partner?  

 How do you use redundant or failover integration servers to avoid 
disruption? 

 

If you are providing a specific application service, the range of functionality and the recovery scenarios 
that you need to cover may be smaller than they would be for a company that is hosting the complete 
business application for multiple customers. The more variability in your service offering, the more 
planning you need to put in place. The more personalized the service is to the customer, the more 
confident you can be about offering an SLA to the customer. At the same time, the more personalized 
the service, the more it will cost to offer it. 

Data Retention Policies, Privacy, and Audits 

The misuse of financial data can have a material impact on a company. Your hosting plan should 
include your agreement with the customer about retaining and protecting data.  

Some questions you might ask include: 

 How do you respond to subpoenas by lawyers for data if a customer is embroiled in a lawsuit?  

 How do your provide access to the system for a specific company’s auditors so that they can 

investigate the financial data that you store for a company?  

 Auditors will also want to see how security is controlled and will want logs of who can access data, 
as well as logs over time of the history of who has access to the system. 

If you are hosting the application for a U.S. based company that has subsidiaries in Europe and Asia, 

you also need to plan for the different legal and government requirements for such things as how long 
data must be retained. Along with business continuity planning, you must work with the customer to 
establish the ownership and control of data, and put a governance model in place for how you manage 
the data.  
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Financial Data Reporting 

Your hosting plan needs to cover how you will handle financial reporting. When you are considering 
hosting a business application, the data flowing through that application is reported on and disclosed 

to interested parties of the business, for example shareholders of a public company.  

The inaccurate reporting of financial data can have a material impact on a company and the people 
who work there. Regulations such as the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and Basel II include guidance and 
controls that must be adhered to when you are managing business applications that contain financial 
data.  

Other audit standards, such as the Statement on Auditing Standards No. 70 (SAS 70), are specific to 
application service providers. To offer your customers a level of assurance, you should consider 

auditing yourself under this standard. You must also consider giving access to your system to 
customers’ auditors or to external auditors that you agree on as third parties to evaluate the system 
and audit its accuracy and controls.  

For information about SAS 70, go to: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAS_70 

Data Privacy 

You must consider how you protect the privacy of the information in the systems that you manage for 
customers and how you work with customers to determine the right privacy policy.  

For example, you might be hosting Microsoft Dynamics AX for a U.S. based company that has 
operations in Europe. Microsoft Dynamics AX stores the company’s customer data and personal 
employee information. The European Union has policies about transfer of personal data to non-
European Union nations, and you must plan for how you will adhere to those policies.  

The U.S. and E.U. have put in place a framework and checklists to help companies manage the data 

privacy. For more information, go to: http://www.export.gov/safeharbor/eu/eg_main_018476.asp or 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Safe_Harbor_Principles  

It is up to you to know what laws you will come under based on the countries where you or your 

customers do business. 

Patching 

There will always be updates to software that need to be applied to systems. It is important that you 
factor in how you will manage patching and what policies you will employ for different classes of 
patches.  

Microsoft provides a variety of guidance and tools for patching and maintaining operating systems and 
server software. Microsoft Dynamics AX also has a patching guidance that you can review at 
https://mbs.microsoft.com/customersource/support/documentation/whitepapers/ax2009patching.htm  

Note: Access to this document requires access to PartnerSource. Please consult your Microsoft 
subsidiary or Microsoft account manager. 

You must incorporate patching policies into your planning for business continuity and systems 

management. You must also plan for downtime management, system maintenance notification, and 
rollback in the event of unforeseen issues. 

Upgrading 

You need to define a policy for managing upgrades of Microsoft Dynamics AX. Are you willing to 
manage different customers on different versions of the application? Or will you require all customers 
to use the same version? The more you enforce consistency across your customer base, the more you 
can streamline your operation. However, one version of the application may not suit all customers 
because they will be in different business cycles. If you offer different types of SLAs to customers 

based on their business needs, it may be difficult to mandate versions.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAS_70
http://www.export.gov/safeharbor/eu/eg_main_018476.asp
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Safe_Harbor_Principles
https://mbs.microsoft.com/customersource/support/documentation/whitepapers/ax2009patching.htm
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Other factors must be considered as well. For example, upgrading the application will require training 
staff on features in the new version. And if you have a large customer base, it is unlikely that you can 
upgrade all customers at exactly the same time, so you will need to have a rolling campaign of 
upgrades. 

Your processes for upgrading the business application must be very carefully planned with your own 
operations teams and your customers to avoid any downtime during the upgrade process. 

Customers always like to be on latest version of a product, and they may look at a hosted solution if it 
means that they can stay up to date. That may be a competitive advantage that you offer to 
customers.  

Customization 

Microsoft Dynamics AX has always offered the customer a simple, manageable, and integrated 

customization environment. You need to consider whether you will allow customizations and how you 
will manage them.  

Unless you are providing a service for a specific process, for example expense management or 
procurement, it will be difficult to offer a hosting experience if you don’t allow the customer to tailor 

the business application to their needs. Also, it is important to determine who actually makes those 
customizations. Will you develop in-house skills to offer customization service to customers? Or will 
you work with another Microsoft Dynamics AX partner that can offer those services?  

The lifecycle of customization with Microsoft Dynamics AX is well documented. You can take advantage 
of tools such as Microsoft Visual Studio Team Foundation Server to control customization processes 
and manage the source code.  

The policy that you have around customization must be factored into your business continuity 
planning and systems management. You need to consider user acceptance testing, integration testing, 
training for system changes, systems management, notification of planned downtime to apply the 
system changes, and rollback in the event of a failure. 

Software Requirements 

For a comprehensive list of the software that is required to run the components in Microsoft Dynamics 
AX 2009, go to: http://www.microsoft.com/dynamics/ax/using/2009systemrequirements.mspx  

Scalability, Performance, and Hardware Requirements 

The size of customer companies that you intend to target and manage in your hosted environment will 

determine the level of scale that you need to build into your infrastructure.  

The level of protection needed for business continuity will determine the level of hardware that is 
needed for a customer’s installation. These are variable figures that you must to consider carefully, 
because they will affect your cost structure.  

For guidance on the level of scalability, you should refer to the standard Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 

benchmark documents.  

 Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 “Day in the Life” Benchmark: 
https://mbs.microsoft.com/customersource/documentation/whitepapers/ax2009benchmark.htm: 

 Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 Application Integration Framework Benchmark: 
https://mbs.microsoft.com/customersource/documentation/whitepapers/ax2009aifbenchmark.htm  

 Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 Enterprise Portal Benchmark: 
https://mbs.microsoft.com/partnersource/deployment/documentation/benchmarks/ax2009epbenc
hmark.htm  

Note: Documents stored on PartnerSource require a login. Please consult your Microsoft subsidiary or 
account manager.  

http://www.microsoft.com/dynamics/ax/using/2009systemrequirements.mspx
https://mbs.microsoft.com/customersource/documentation/whitepapers/ax2009benchmark.htm
https://mbs.microsoft.com/customersource/documentation/whitepapers/ax2009aifbenchmark.htm
https://mbs.microsoft.com/partnersource/deployment/documentation/benchmarks/ax2009epbenchmark.htm
https://mbs.microsoft.com/partnersource/deployment/documentation/benchmarks/ax2009epbenchmark.htm
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Network Requirements 

You need to plan for the network requirements between the data center and the customer site. The 
bandwidth and latency requirements between the sites will depend on the level of access you plan to 
provide to the end users at the customer site. For example, if you provide terminal service access or 
access via Enterprise Portal for Microsoft Dynamics AX, the bandwidth and latency requirements will 
vary. 

Refer to the following documents for more information. 

 Infrastructure Planning and Design document for Windows Server 2008 Remote Desktop Services: 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc268349.aspx  

 Microsoft Infrastructure Planning and Design for Microsoft Internet Information Services: 
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc671202.aspx  

 Microsoft Dynamics AX minimum network requirements: 
http://www.microsoft.com/dynamics/ax/using/2009systemrequirements.mspx#EAB  

Localization 

When you are considering hosting an application in a central data center, you need to think about the 
reach of the customer’s operations. Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 provides localizations and languages 
for a range of countries/regions. See Appendix A and Appendix B in this document for the full lists of 
the countries/regions and languages that are supported.  

For Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009, the localizations and languages are independent. This is good for the 

customer because it means that the application’s user interface can be set to multiple languages in 
one country/region. For example, a customer that has operations in the U.S. can make the user 
interface available in both Spanish and English, and each user can decide which language is presented 
in the user interface.  

A company’s business application must have the correct functionality for the countries/regions that the 

company operates in. Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 has a range of localizations that support different 

countries/regions. Depending on where a company operates around the world, this may affect the 
deployment of Microsoft Dynamics AX for a specific customer.  

Time Zone Support 

Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 has support for time zones, and you need to consider this in the context 
of a business application. Why? Because financial data is date sensitive.  

Consider an example. You are hosting the data center for a company that has operations in the U.S. 
and Australia. Users in all locations access the central system. A user enters an invoice at 4 P.M. on 
June 30 U.S. Pacific Time. In East Coast Australia time, this is already 9 A.M. on July 1.  

So Microsoft Dynamics AX keeps the underlying dates in the system in UTC and provides a time zone 
offset. When a user logs on to the system, dates entered on transactions are relevant to the user’s 
time zone.  

Your hosting SLA will be affected by the customer’s accounting cycle. You need to work with the 
customer to work out additional services, such as backup before financial-period closing. 

Printing Support 

When they use a business application, users need to print reports. You need to plan for how you 

handle printing for your customers.  

Note: For information about creating reports, see the section “Reporting Tools,” earlier in this 
document. 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc268349.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc671202.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/dynamics/ax/using/2009systemrequirements.mspx#EAB
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Printer Setup 

You need to consider two basic categories of printing: client-side printing and server-side printing.  

 Client side: In client-side printing, the end users use the printers that they have access to. In the 

case of Microsoft Dynamics AX, this is either through a Web browser or the Windows client. If they 
are using the Windows client, the printers will be picked up from the local or network printers that 
are available for the end user. In a terminal session, these printers will be available through the 
printing mappings that you allow users through the terminal session. 

 Server side: Microsoft Dynamics AX has a batch printing feature. When a user is using the 
Windows client, either locally or through a terminal session, they have the ability to submit a 
report to batch. When the report is submitted to batch, the request for the report is sent to the 

AOS server. The execution of the printing happens on the server, so the printing happens on the 
printers that are available to the AOS.  

With the underlying operating system and Microsoft Dynamics AX, there are a number of ways to 
determine how you allow users to manage printing, including: 

 Security settings and configuration settings in Microsoft Dynamics AX. 

 Configuration settings for the AOS server. 

 Settings in the operating system. 

 Settings in the terminal services client and server. 

Printing Reports 

It is also important to consider how you allow users to output reports.  

Two main reporting systems are used with Microsoft Dynamics AX: Microsoft Dynamics AX reports and 
Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS) reports. Both systems give users the ability to export 

to a variety of formats. 

Microsoft Dynamics AX Reports 

Microsoft Dynamics AX reports are developed with the integrated development tool in Microsoft 
Dynamics AX called MorphX. These reports make up the majority of reports that are currently 
available to users. These reports are executed and run in the Microsoft Dynamics AX client and the 
AOS server. 

Printing options for Microsoft Dynamics AX reports include: 

 Print to screen: Reports can be printed to screen when the user is accessing the Windows 
client locally or through a terminal session.  

 Send as e-mail attachment: A user can decide to send the report as an attachment to an e-
mail message. The file format for the report can be ASCII, RTF, HTML, PDF, or plain text. 
When the user selects this option, the report is generated and client-side code is used to 
communicate with Microsoft Office Outlook® to send the message to the recipient.  

 Output to file: A user can output a report to file in ASCII, RTF, HTML, PDF, or pain text. The 
file path that they choose depends on where the client is running. A user who is running the 
client locally has access to any drives or shares that they normally do. If a user is working 
through a terminal session, the Windows client has access to drives and network shares that 
are accessible through the client. You need to consider whether to allow users to connect to 
local drives when they are connecting through a share or allow them to place exported reports 

to a common file share. 

 Print to archive: Microsoft Dynamics AX has a feature that allows users to print to a print 
archive. When the user prints a report, the report is captured and stored in the database as a 
report snapshot. The user can reprint this snapshot from the archive at any time.  
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SSRS Reports 

With the release of Microsoft Dynamics AX 4.0, it became possible to develop reports by using 
Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services. The Visual Studio developer tools were greatly improved 

in Dynamics AX 2009. These reports are available to users who are running the Windows client or 
accessing the application through a Web browser. 

Printing options for SSRS reports include: 

 Output to XML, CSV, TIFF, PDF, a Web archive, or Microsoft Office Excel: As mentioned 
above regarding Microsoft Dynamics AX reports output to file, you need to take into 
consideration how a user accesses drives through the local Windows client or through a 
terminal session. SSRS reports have one additional advantage in that they are accessible 

through a Web browser. If users access the application through a Web browser, the file export 
is local to the machine where the user is running the Web browser session.  

 Report subscriptions: SSRS report subscriptions are also worth mentioning. Users can 
subscribe to a report and choose whether to have the report output to a Web archive, file, or 
e-mail message. You have to consider how to allow users to access these services.  

Onboarding Customers 

How you onboard customers depends on your systems management practices. If you invest some 
time, deploying an instance of Microsoft Dynamics AX can be completely scripted. This means that you 
could develop an automated provisioning system or even allow customers to self-provision a system 
based on specific parameters. For example, number of users, transaction volumes, and required 

functionality. 

From there, the typical ERP implementation starts, where the customer, possibly working with a 
partner, configures parameters and adds data specific to their business. For example, employee lists, 
customer lists, or inventory catalogs.  

If you are offering a service that is based on a specific process, the customer will expect you to have 

the system ready to import their company data, such as master data, customers, employees, and 
account numbers.  

Appropriate planning for how the business application is configured for a customer is not much 
different from planning for an on-premise deployment; it depends on what level of functionality you 
provide.  

Will you also offer a service to move a customer from an on-premise installation of Microsoft Dynamics 
AX to your data center? This is certainly possible, but it would require some degree of planning and 
support from your system management teams. 

Microsoft Dynamics provides an implementation methodology called Sure Step that can help with 

planning and undertaking an implementation: 
https://mbs.microsoft.com/partnersource/partneressentials/serviceplans/surestep/consulting_surestep
_methodology.htm  

Note: Access to this link requires a login to PartnerSource. Please consult your partner account 

manager or Microsoft subsidiary. 

  

https://mbs.microsoft.com/partnersource/partneressentials/serviceplans/surestep/consulting_surestep_methodology.htm
https://mbs.microsoft.com/partnersource/partneressentials/serviceplans/surestep/consulting_surestep_methodology.htm
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Conceptual Reference Topology 

In this document, we have talked about the three conceptual views of data center topologies: 
unmanaged data center, managed data center, and service provider.  

For the purposes of this document, the unmanaged data center is an extension of the customer’s 
internal on-premise systems and network. Apart from the network and communications, setup is not a 
great deal different from any on-premise deployment of Microsoft Dynamic AX.  

When you get into the managed data center and service provider, however, you are more likely going 
to want to share resources. This part of the document will discuss how you can share resources 
among customers. 

Hardware Requirements 

It is important to plan your hardware capacity appropriately, whether you are planning a single 
deployment or a multiple deployment of Microsoft Dynamics AX. You should refer to the benchmarking 
documents (provided earlier in this document) and your own proof-of-concept work to understand 
what capacity you are building out.  

It is important to note also that the processing capability that is required to process a transaction in 
the application is the same whether it happens in an on-premise deployment or a hosted environment. 
Savings that you can realize through sharing resources among customers depend on careful capacity 

planning.  

Application Version 

You need to consider how you support different customers on different versions of Microsoft Dynamics 
AX. With each version of the application, the underlying operating system and prerequisite software 

may change.  

You can run Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 side by side with Microsoft Dynamics AX 4.0, but you need 

to factor that into your configuration if you are going to offer that service to customers. At the time of 
writing this paper, Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 has been on the market for one year, so new 
deployments will be on Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009.  

In this conceptual reference topology, we are talking through the deployment of Microsoft Dynamics 
AX 2009. 

Example Topology 

The following diagram is a summary of the architecture and components of Microsoft Dynamics AX 
that have been discussed in this document.  

It is important to point out that this diagram is not trying to depict the complete physical setup of the 

data center. The setup in your data center will reflect your own assets, resources, and capacity.  
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1. Active Directory Domain Services: You need to carefully consider your AD DS architecture 

and how you will manage user setup and authentication. Items 15, 16, and 17 in the diagram 

show three pools of users that must be supported in the implementation:  

 Client sites, where the users of the services provided by the data center connect to the 
system.  

 The customer’s trading partners, for example their customers or suppliers who would 
access the system to manage their accounts and submit orders. 

 Internal users. If this is a BPO services offering, these would be the users that may be 

local, but are more likely remote to the data center, who provide back-office support to a 
customer.  

Each of these groups must be tracked separately so that their access to the appropriate 
systems can be managed and controlled.  

2. Database server: The Microsoft SQL Server database has to be built and scaled to the 

customer base. The disk storage system and redundancy controls must be put in place to 

match your SLAs. Depending on the size of your system, you may have one or a few machines 

running Microsoft SQL Server. Smaller customers could share a single SQL Server instance, 
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which means that there would be multiple Microsoft Dynamics AX databases on the one 

instance.  

Having a database for every customer allows you to manage the different cycles of each 
customer for backup, restore, and scale. For example, if you have a customer that is small but 
growing quickly, you might want to move them onto their own machine or dedicated disk 
storage. Having a separate database per customer also allows you to manage security and 
access controls appropriately.  

In this example, the server computer is shown outside the machines that could be virtualized. 

Even though Microsoft SQL Server 2008 is supported in a virtual environment, there would be 
additional processing overhead, and a business application is very disk intensive. Your 
management gains might not outweigh your performance overhead. 

3. AOS: The AOS server will be one or many instances on one or many machines. In this 

example the AOS servers are shown in an environment that could be virtualized. You could 

consider the AOS instances as a pool of processing engines. Each AOS instance points to a 

configuration that contains the database connection and application location. 

You can manage the pools of instances by using the clustering mechanism in the AOS or the 
operation system. This allows you to add or remove AOS instances depending on the user 

loads. If you have a virtual environment, you could have a template machine for the AOS 
services and add or remove capacity by bringing up or taking down virtual machines. If you 
are allowing users to connect to the AOS servers through the Windows client, you need to 
make sure there is TCP/IP port connectivity to the ports that you have assigned to the AOS 
machines.  

The other configuration that is important is the Windows account that is assigned to the 
service, because this is the account that will be used to log on to the database. 

4. Application: The application is a file system store of application files. The AOS reads and 

writes to these files. In a deployment, you would have one application for every customer that 

is running Microsoft Dynamics AX. Having a different copy of the application for each client 

allows you to manage localization and customization, if you are providing these services to 

users.  

If you are a service provider providing specific application functionality for a customer, and 
you are not providing customization services per customer, you could manage to have only 
one application. 

5. Remote Desktop Services: The Windows client will be installed on the servers that are 

running Remote Desktop Services. Generally these servers will be used by power users or 

advanced users for the customer or the services team members who are doing repetitive data 

entry and need a Windows client. Depending on functional footprint, the majority of customer 

users will access the service via a Web browser. 

6. Web server: The Web server will be deployed as a pool of servers that users will access. 

Machines can be dedicated to a single customer or shared among customers. If a Web server 

is shared, you would deploy a virtual server for each customer. These machines are shown in 

the diagram as virtualized, but depending on load they could be a pool of physical machines 

where the user load is managed by using standard Web load balancing features.  

7. Workflow: The Microsoft Dynamics AX workflow engine requires a virtual directory under IIS 

to host the Windows Workflow Foundation. You deploy one virtual directory per customer. This 

allows you to split workloads and move customer workflow processing to other machines if 

there is a need to scale up or provide dedicated processing for one customer. There could be 

one or many workflow machines depending on processing needs. Because the workflow virtual 

directory is accessed via the AOS, the AOS and the workflow server need to be in close 
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communication. The workflow IIS machine is depicted here as virtualized, which could help 

with management.  

8. Application Integration Framework: AIF will be on a machine that is running IIS and will 

integrate Web services back to Microsoft Dynamics AX. This could be a machine that is running 

BizTalk Server and the BizTalk adapter for AIF. You may or may not offer these services to 

customers. In this scenario, you will need Internet connectivity to expose end points that the 

customer’s trading partners can submit documents to.  

9. SSRS: Microsoft Dynamics AX uses reports published to a virtual directory. The SSRS reports 

“folder” is deployed to the reports server, where there is one “folder” per customer. This 

allows you to have specific reports for each customer. As these reports are deployed from 

Microsoft Dynamics AX, the management of these machines is focused on performance per 

customer. If you have both large and small customers, you may have dedicated machines for 

your larger customers and shared machines for a group of smaller customers. The reports 

server could be deployed in a virtual environment for management purposes.  

10. SSAS: If you allow customers to use OLAP analytics, you will need to provide machines to 

support SQL Server Analysis Services. The machines displayed here are not virtualized, 

because this is a data-intensive and processing-intensive operation. In this setup, you could 

have many customer databases on one machine or you could have dedicated machines for 

larger customers.  

11. SCOM: Management is an important part of the data center operations. Microsoft Dynamics 

AX and all of the services that form the platform, such as Microsoft SQL Server, Windows 

SharePoint Services, and Windows Server, have management packs. This allows you to have a 

single view of your operations from one administration point. You can set up monitoring 

groups to collect the different services that make up a specific client’s infrastructure. You will 

need to take advantage of this functionality to support the SLA that you have agreed to with a 

customer.  

12. Virtualization: As noted in a few of the descriptions above, virtualization can be deployed to 

help manage the environment. If you use Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V technology, you can 

use the virtual server machine manager plugin that is available to Microsoft System Center. 

Virtualization will allow you to better share the processing power of machines while also 

providing dedicated environments for customers. By using virtual machines you can move 

environments between physical machines as the demand profile in the environment changes. 

This may mean that in a global data center you can bring up services based on time zones and 

reconfigure quickly to make efficient use of the physical assets in the data center.  

13. E-mail: An SMTP gateway will be needed to send alert messages and workflow notifications 

from the business application to users. Your e-mail server might be running Microsoft 

Exchange Server for a customer, or it might just be used as an SMTP gateway to route e-mail 

traffic to the customers.  

14. Print server: This server will be needed for your services team that is performing back-office 

support for the customer. It is unlikely that you will host a print server for your customers.  

15. BPO services team: This is included to show a different group of users who might need to 

access the data center. The services team would be accessing the data center to support the 

processing that you are providing for customers, for example call center work or data entry. 

These team members may also perform tasks such as document scanning. 
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16. Client trading partners: It is important to establish the external services that a customer 

must have to run their business process. For example, if you are providing outsourced 

procurement operations for a company, you are likely going to need a portal where vendors 

can submit invoices for processing. Likewise, if you are running a billing service for a 

customer, you should consider offering a portal where customers can log on and manage their 

accounts. For example, customers could reprint invoices or maintain account data.  

You need to consider the security implications of giving trading partners access to the data 
center. You must have the right control mechanisms in place with a customer to control how 
you authorize trading partners to log on. For example, if you are providing procurement 
services for a customer, they might give you a list of vendors and vendor contacts that can 

access the business application. What happens when there are personnel changes at the 
vendor? How do you disable and re-enable users’ access to the system? While the technology 
in Active Directory Domain Services exists to disable and enable their accounts, you will need 

to develop a business practice to audit this with a customer.  

17. Client sites: As noted earlier in this document, a client can access the application in a 

number of ways. Generally you are going to provide access through the portal infrastructure, 

so there is no client-side deployment or management of clients on the customer’s site. Power 

users who want an interface that allows more robust data entry capabilities can be given 

access through terminal services.   

Ancillary Systems 

The following section is provided as a discussion of ancillary systems that you may already have in 
your infrastructure to help manage your customer base.  

Billing and Metering 

How you choose to generate revenue from your environment will depend on your business model. IT 
departments within a company may not be billing their divisions, but they may have a cost-recovery 
or charge-back model that allows for pay per use.  

Although Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 doesn’t provide a tool specifically aimed at billing for use of the 
system, you can take advantage of the technology in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 to integrate to a 

system.  

 Build a system on Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009: The application you are working with is a 

business application. It has business functionality such as accounts receivable, customer 

billing, project accounting, and service management. You could use the functionality to build 

the accounting and customer relationship system you need.  

 Integrate to an existing system - pull: If you already have a package that you use for 

billing, you have a range of technology that you can use in Microsoft Dynamics AX to extract 

the data you need. For example, by using Application Integration Framework you can build 

Web services to enquire on the user-access data from the security system user log. If you plan 

to charge by user-access to the system, this will give you the details of how long users access 

the application. If you plan to charge per transaction, you can use Application Integration 

Framework to enquire on data such as document numbers or records in a table to determine 

the number of transactions. Likewise, if you charge per master data as a volume, for example 

the number of employees, you can easily extract and aggregate this data into your existing 

billing system 

 Integrate to an existing system – push: Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 has a rich 

customization environment. From within the application you can call a Web service or 
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instantiate Microsoft .NET assemblies. This would allow you to send data to your billing system 

based on events in the business application. For example, if you charge a customer based on 

the number of employees set up in the application, then when a new employee is created in 

the application you can call out to your billing system from the application in real time to keep 

accurate records.  

 Infrastructure costs: If you are building a business model around cost recovery on 

infrastructure costs, you can use standard Microsoft tools integrated with your own billing 

system to consolidate usage information. For example, you might develop scripts to bring up 

and tear down AOS servers on demand for a customer depending on load. You might build a 

business model around the number of AOS servers that a customer is using because that has 

a direct correlation to the underlying computing power that they are consuming. You can audit 

and log the service usage by using Microsoft System Management Server Operations Manager. 

Likewise, if you are operating in a virtual environment, you might charge per virtual machine.  

 

Support Systems 

When you host the application for customers, you have to factor the level of service that you provide 

into your business model. Different service levels require different levels of commitment of resources.  

You would be expected to have a system for tracking and logging issues and a help system for end 
users. You must consider what additional services you might need to support in the context of a 
business application.  

 System support: This is basic system access and uptime support. It’s used when users lose their 
passwords or can’t get into the system, for example. Because Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 uses 
Active Directory Domain Services to manage user accounts, you can build your support scripts 

around AD DS to build self-management tools for users.  

 Infrastructure integration: You can take advantage of the integration between Microsoft 
Dynamics AX 2009 and System Management Server Operations Manager. With the right 
configuration, you can set up alerts based on events, for example an AOS failure, and respond 
depending on the SLAs that you have in place with customers.  

 Issue logging: You could consider using Microsoft Dynamics CRM software and extensions to the 
software to develop an issue logging system. If you decide in your business model to charge per 

support incident, you can consider integrating Microsoft Dynamics CRM solutions into Microsoft 
Dynamics AX. This would enable you to use Microsoft Dynamics CRM software together with other 
knowledge base software as a front-end interface for support, and use Microsoft Dynamics AX for 
customer billing and financials.  

 Support type: You need to consider what level of support you will provide. For example, you 
need to consider whether you will offer support for helping end users complete a business process 

task, such as creating a new vendor. Because this level of support requires specialists, you will 

need to consider how you set up you support. In this scenario, you may need to consider 
customer-specific call numbers so that you can route an incoming call to the right support team.  

While Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 provides help documents about how to use the application, the 
specific installation for the customer will determine the types of processes that are enabled in the 
application and the level of additional customer-specific help that you may need to develop. 

Conclusion 

Customers are already taking advantage of remote data centers to host applications, and partners are 
offering services where they see a customer need. Hosting enables different cost structures and 
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capabilities that customers can take advantage of. The important point is that as all businesses are 
different, and a hosted deployment won’t suit all companies.  

If you are a customer reading this document and looking to manage you own deployment in a remote, 
unmanaged data center, we hope that you have a better understanding of how you can manage 

Microsoft Dynamics AX in you environment.  

If you are a partner looking to expand your hosting business to work with business application 
customers, this document has provided a guide to understanding the Microsoft Dynamics AX 
architecture. You can use this information to determine if you have the right skills to provide value-
added services in a hosted deployment of Microsoft Dynamics AX for customers.  

For services providers who are running legacy business applications or applications that were 
developed in-house and are looking to provide a better service offering built around a modern, 

Windows-based business application, we hope that this guide has given you enough information about 
the architecture around Microsoft Dynamics AX to help you understand the platform that you can build 

on.  

Microsoft is continuing to invest in Microsoft Dynamics AX and will continue to innovate and evolve the 
capabilities that help manage the business application in a hosted environment.  
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Appendix A – Supported Languages  

The following languages are availale for customers to use with Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009. 

Label 

Language 
Code 

Display Name 

AR Arabic 

CS Czech 

DA Danish 

DE German (Germany) 

DE-AT German (Austria) 

DE-CH German (Switzerland) 

EN-AU English (Australia) 

EN-CA English (Canada) 

EN-GB English (United Kingdom) 

EN-IE English (Ireland) 

EN-IN English (India) 

EN-MY English (Malaysia) 

EN-NZ English (New Zealand) 

EN-SG English (Singapore) 

EN-US English (United States) 

EN-ZA English (South Africa) 

ES Spanish (Spain) 

ES-MX Spanish (Mexico) 

ET Estonian 

FI Finnish 

FR French (France) 

FR-BE French (Belgium) 

FR-CA French (Canada) 

FR-CH French (Switzerland) 

HU Hungarian 

IS Icelandic 

IT Italian (Italy) 

IT-CH Italian (Switzerland) 

JA Japanese 

LT Lithuanian 

LV Latvian 

NL Dutch (Netherlands) 
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NL-BE Dutch (Belgium) 

NO Norwegian (Bokmål) 

P Polish 

PT-BR Portuguese (Brazil) 

RU Russian 

SV Swedish 

TH Thai 

TR Turkish 

ZH-CN Chinese (PRC) 

 

For more information, go to: http://www.microsoft.com/dynamics/en/us/products/ax-

availability.aspx  

  

http://www.microsoft.com/dynamics/en/us/products/ax-availability.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/dynamics/en/us/products/ax-availability.aspx
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Appendix B – Supported Countries/Regions 

The following countries/regions are supported with localizations from Microsoft. This information can 
help you plan where you can support customers who have operations around the world. This is not a 
complete list of the countries/regions where Microsoft Dynamics AX is sold, because some 
countries/regions share the same localizations with countries/regions that are included in this list. 

Country/Region Layer 

Australia SYS 

Austria SYS 

Belgium SYS 

Denmark SYS 

France SYS 

Finland SYS 

Germany SYS 

Italy SYS 

Malaysia SYS 

Netherlands SYS 

Norway SYS 

Singapore SYS 

Spain SYS 

Sweden SYS 

Switzerland SYS 

Thailand SYS 

United Kingdom SYS 

United States SYS 

India SYS 

Eastern Europe SYS 

Turkey GLS-One Layer 

Brazil GLS-One Layer 

Japan GLS-Consolidated Layer 

China GLS-Consolidated Layer 

Thai GLS-Consolidated Layer 

Arabic GLS-Consolidated Layer 

 

For more information, go to: http://www.microsoft.com/dynamics/en/us/products/ax-

availability.aspx  

Related Links 

 Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 Web site: 

http://www.microsoft.com/dynamics/ax 

http://www.microsoft.com/dynamics/en/us/products/ax-availability.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/dynamics/en/us/products/ax-availability.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/dynamics/ax
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 Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 Installation Guide: 
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=4B681C44-D944-4B3F-B846-
1E2A025569FD&displaylang=en  

 Partner Hosting Overview Page for Microsoft Dynamics: 

http://www.microsoft.com/dynamics/partners/hosting.mspx  

 Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 Implementation Guide: 
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=466C7165-4349-4903-8717-
27C924B6F58A&displaylang=en  

 Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 Server and Database Administration Guide: 
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=E7BFB7A8-EB99-4171-B75A-
D9A37067BC19&displaylang=en  

 Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 Enterprise Portal Administration Guide: 

http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=60AAC6D7-9489-4F15-880A-
EDC149FAB092&displaylang=en  

 Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 White Paper: Configuring Enterprise Portal and Role Centers with SQL 
Reporting: http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=3D2463FC-EA13-40EF-
A375-2DA2F379652C&displaylang=en  

 Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 System Requirements: 
http://www.microsoft.com/dynamics/ax/using/2009systemrequirements.mspx  

 Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 “Day in the Life” Benchmark: 
https://mbs.microsoft.com/customersource/documentation/whitepapers/ax2009benchmark.htm  

 Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 Application Integration Framework Benchmark: 
https://mbs.microsoft.com/customersource/documentation/whitepapers/ax2009aifbenchmark.htm 

 Software + Services (S+S) on MSDN: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-

us/architecture/aa699384.aspx  

 Microsoft System Center Data Protection Manager (DPM) Web site: 
http://www.microsoft.com/DPM 

 

  

http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=4B681C44-D944-4B3F-B846-1E2A025569FD&displaylang=en
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=4B681C44-D944-4B3F-B846-1E2A025569FD&displaylang=en
http://www.microsoft.com/dynamics/partners/hosting.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=466C7165-4349-4903-8717-27C924B6F58A&displaylang=en
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=466C7165-4349-4903-8717-27C924B6F58A&displaylang=en
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=E7BFB7A8-EB99-4171-B75A-D9A37067BC19&displaylang=en
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=E7BFB7A8-EB99-4171-B75A-D9A37067BC19&displaylang=en
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=60AAC6D7-9489-4F15-880A-EDC149FAB092&displaylang=en
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=60AAC6D7-9489-4F15-880A-EDC149FAB092&displaylang=en
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=3D2463FC-EA13-40EF-A375-2DA2F379652C&displaylang=en
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=3D2463FC-EA13-40EF-A375-2DA2F379652C&displaylang=en
http://www.microsoft.com/dynamics/ax/using/2009systemrequirements.mspx
https://mbs.microsoft.com/customersource/documentation/whitepapers/ax2009benchmark.htm
https://mbs.microsoft.com/customersource/documentation/whitepapers/ax2009aifbenchmark.htm
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/architecture/aa699384.aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/architecture/aa699384.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/DPM
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